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W. SEIDEL, R. Jainsh1, M. Justus, K.-W.Leege1, D. Proehl1, H.Weigelt, D. WOHLFARTHPart of Diploma thesis H. WeigeltStarting in the summer 2005, FEL beam time has beeno�ered to external users in the frame of the EC funded"Integrating Ativity on Synhrotron and Free Ele-tron Laser Siene" (FELBE projet [1℄). It is of greatimportane for routine user operation at ELBE that,after hanging the beam path or after beam interrup-tions stable operation in all wavelength ranges an beprovided within a short time (some minutes). Exten-sive diagnostis for the optial omponents of the FELare very important to ahieve fast availability.We have developed an optial beam diagnosti system(see Fig. 1) to properly haraterize and adapt theoutput of the two FELs (U27 and U100). The presentsystem is ompatible with a tuning range from 3 µmto 150 µm, and an be extended beyond 150 µm, ifneessary.The FEL beam from eah undulator will be trans-ported separately from the resonator to the diagnostiarea through beam pipes using re�etive optis. Bothlines will be merged on the diagnosti table, whih maybe purged with dry nitrogen to avoid absorption in air,if neessary. From here both beams follow the samepath.Two �ipper mirrors may de�et the beam in a by-pass to a plasma swith whih redues the repeti-

tion rate from 13 MHz down to 1 kHz (�rst resultssee [6℄). The swith is based on the priniple of photo-indued re�etivity of an optially exited eletron-hole plasma [2, 3℄. In this way, subsequent FEL mi-ropulses are seleted out of the 13 MHz pulse train.An additional fousing mirror ensures the same beamparameters as the diret beam has.From the main beam, approximately 1-5 perent ofthe total power is separated by a sraper mirror ona translation stage for wavelength measurement andpower monitoring.The transmitted beam passes an attenuator and an bedelivered to 6 optial laboratories. In this attenuatorpreisely fabriated metal grids di�rat a alibratedperentage of power (3, 5, and 3 × 10 dB) out of thebeam. The rejeted light is absorbed in the walls of thehousing. The mode struture and other properties ofthe transmitted beam inluding the divergene and the
M2 parameters are fully preserved, the polarisation aswell [7℄. Finally, a non-ollinear bakground-free au-toorrelator system is used to determine the length ofthe ultrashort FEL pulses. We use a CdTe rystal asSHG medium [2, 5℄ sine it is transparent for a widewavelength range in the infrared.

Fig. 1 Arrangement of the di�erent optial omponents and devies on the table.1Department of Researh Tehnology, FZD 72



The part of the beam de�eted by the sraper mirrorgoes through a synhronized hopper for measurementin CW-mode. Next to this, the outoupled beam is de-�eted by a mirror or a diamond beam splitter (350 µmthik, under 45 degrees, de�etion 15 %) at a pneu-mati translation stage ( this part of the diagnostiis desribed in detail in [8℄). The beam transmittedthrough the diamond beam splitter (85 %) is trans-ported to the spetrometer. The spetrum is mea-sured with a Czerny-Turner type spetrometer whihontains a turret with three di�erent gratings to overthe whole wavelength range from 3 µm to about 200
µm. In the near future the monohromator will beequipped with a 48-hannel pyroeletri linear arraydetetor. We use the seond side-exit slit equippedwith a single Hg-Cd-Te or Ge-Ga detetor for mea-surements with higher sensitivity.

The part re�eted from the pneumati devie is dis-tributed with another sraper mirror and two �ippermirrors to di�erent power meters (<2 W and >2 W)and referene detetors (Hg-Cd-Te and pyro-detetors)for monitoring the lasing proess (see Fig. 2).The FEL diagnosti instrumentation has been inte-grated into the existing Programmable Logi Control(PLC) and Human-Mahine-Interfae (HMI) environ-ment of ELBE (see Fig. 3). It ensures the aessboth for operators and users of the FEL. The basitehnologies are the WinCC server/lient system, theSIMATIK PLC system and distributed I/O by Bek-ho� Automation for ontrolling the pneumati ompo-nents (i.e. attenuators), analogue data logging (FELpower, MCT) and other instrumentation. The stepperontrol drivers for the sraper mirrors are integratedsystem omponents, whereby expensive separate on-trollers ould be avoided.

Fig. 2 Interfae of the remote ontrolled part of the IR-diagnosti station. One attenuator, two sraper mirrorson stepper ontrolled stages, one mirror and one beamsplitter on a ommon pneumati stage, spetrometer anddi�erent power meters are indiated. The lines show dif-ferent paths for the radiation when both sraper mirrorsare not entirely within the beam.
Fig. 3 The programmable Logi Control (PLC) andHuman-Mahine-Interfae (HMI) environment of ELBEwith the integrated FEL diagnostis instrumentation[1℄ http://www.fzd.de/felbe[2℄ J. Xu et al., Opt. Comm. 197 (2001) 379[3℄ P.Haar, Ph.D. thesis, Stanford University (1996)[4℄ E.H. Haselho� et al., Nul. Instr. and Meth. A 358(1995) ABS28[5℄ W. Seidel and D. Stehr, this Report, p. 78[6℄ W. Seidel and S.Winnerl, this Report, p. 74[7℄ F. Keilmann, SPIE Vol. 666 (1986) 213[8℄ H.Weigelt, Diplomarbeit, Hohshule Mittweida, 2006
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